We describe a recently developed DESCRIPTOR SYS-TEMS Toolbox implemented under MATLAB. This Toolbox relies on the object oriented approach for control systems analysis and design provided within the standard CONTROL Toolbox of MATLAB. The basic approach to develop the DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox was to exploit the powerful matrix and system object manipulation features of MATLAB via flexible and functionally rich high level m-functions, while simultaneously enforcing highly efficient and numerically sound structure exploiting computations via the merc-function technology of MATLAB to solve critical numerical problems. The ma-functions are based on FORTRAN codes from LAPACK and SLICOT.
Why a DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox?
It is well-known that a descriptor system of the form E k ( t ) = A x @ ) +Bu (t) with E square and possibly singular and with A -XE a regular matrix pencil, is the most general description for a linear time-invariant continuous-time system. Such systems arise frequently from modelling interconnected systems even with standard tools like Simulink (recall the "algebraic loop" warning). Descriptor models are also common in modelling constrained mechanical systems (e.g., contact problems). Moreover] the descriptor representation is necessary to perform some operations even with standard systems like conjugation or inversion. Discrete-time descriptor representations are frequently used to model economic processes.
y ( t ) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
The DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox is primarily intended to provide an extended functionality for the CONTROL Toolbox of MATLAB by allowing the manipulation of descriptor systems, the most general class of linear system models. Although these models are formally supported in the CONTROL Toolbox, systems with singular E are not allowed. This is why some functions in the DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox represent simply extensions of functions already present in the CONTROL Toolbox. The other functions are new and allow, for the first time, a convenient user-friendly operation to solve the most complicated dynamic analysis problems, as for example, the determination of complete Kronecker-structure of a linear pencil.
The DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox is also useful for manipulating rational and polynomial matrices. Recall that each rational matrix R(X) can be seen as the transfer-function matrix (TFM) of a continuous-or discrete-time descriptor system. Thus, each R(X) can be equivalently realized by a descriptor system quadru-
where X = s for a continuous-time descriptor realization or X = 2 for discrete-time descriptor realization. It is widely accepted that most of numerical operations on rational matrices, and in particular on polynomial matrices] are best done by manipulating instead the matrices of the corresponding descriptor systems descriptions. Many operations on standard matrices have nice generalizations for rational matrices. Straightforward generalizations are the rank, determinant, inverse and several generalized inverses. The conjugate transposition of a complex matrix M* generalizes to the conjugation of a rational matrix R*(X), where R*(s) = RT(-s) or R*(z) = R T ( l / z ) , while the full-rank, inner-outer and spectral factorizations can be seen as generalizations of the familiar LU, QR and Cholesky factorizations, respectively. Many aspects for scalar polynomials and rational functions, as for example, poles and zeros, minimum degree coprime factorizations, normalized coprime factorizations or spectral factorization have nontrivial generalizations for polynomial and rational matrices.
The Toolbox
The DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox provides many useful functions for manipulating generalized linear systems with rational or polynomial transfer-function ma-trices. This toolbox relies on the object oriented approach for control systems analysis and design provided within the standard CONTROL Toolbox of MAT-LAB. The basic approach to develop the DESCRIP-TOR SYSTEMS Toolbox was to exploit the powerful matrix and system object manipulation features of MAT-LAB via flexible and functionally rich collection of mfunctions, while simultaneously enforcing highly efficient and numerically sound computations via mexfunctions to solve critical numerical problems. For the contents of the toolbox see Appendix B. All these mez-functions are based on recently implemented FORTRAN codes from the LAPACK [l] and SLI-COT [3] libraries. Note that two important computations provided by the LAPACK based mex-function qzord, namely the real QZ algorithm and the reordering of generalized real Schur forms (both not available in MATLAB) are the basic tools to solve efficiently standard and generalized Riccati equations. Several of implemented high-level descriptor systems m-functions can be seen as extensions of equivalent functions provided in the standard CONTROL Toolbox of MATLAB. These are: spole to compute poles, seig to compute generalized eigenvalues, szero to compute system zeros, dsminreal to compute irreducible or minimal realizations, sconj to determine the conjugate descriptor system, or sinv to invert a descriptor system. The functionality of these functions is however much richer than that of MATLAB counterparts. For example, spole/seig computes not only the poles/eigenvalues (finite and infinite), but also the complete Kronecker structure of a given (possibly nonsquare) pencil A -XE. This is also the case for the rich functionality provided by the function szero (see the Appendix A). Practically, this function can be seen as an universal analysis tool for standard or generalized time-invariant systems.
The function sinv is another example for a rich functionality. For an invertible system (i.e., with an invertible rational TFM) this function determines a descriptor system which represents the descriptor realization of the inverse TFM. Note that for standard systems, this operation is possible only if the feedthrough matrix D is invertible. If the TFM is not invertible as rational matrix or if it is non-square, sinv determines a descriptor realization whose TFM is a generalized inverse of the system TFM. Stable generalized inverses can be optionally determined if exist. For stabilization, a generalized pole assignment technique is employed. A lower level function kronscf, called by sinv, can be used to compute several Kronecker-like staircase forms together with the complete Kronecker structure of a linear pencil.
The DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox also provides useful conversion functions: tm2dss to compute a minimal realization of a rational/polynomial matrix [14], dss2tm and dss2zpk to evaluate the rational matrix corresponding to a descriptor representation [15] , and dss2ss to convert a proper descriptor system to a standard system representation. A set of m-functions built around the mex-function gsystr are available for generalized state-space similarity transformations, as for example, for descriptor system scaling or various coordinate transformations (QR, RQ, SVD or SVD-like).
For additive spectral decompositions of a given descriptor system (e.g., finite-infinite or stable-unstable) the function specdec is provided [6, 51.
The Toolbox contains two functions based on "last minute" methods for solving two important factorization problems of rational matrices in the most general setting: iofac to compute the inner-outer factorizations, and nrcf /1rcf to compute the normalized right/left coprime factorization. Based on iof ac, the function spinv computes the pseudo-inverse of a rational matrix. All these functions are based on recent factorizations algorithms [8, 91. 
dss2tm(sinv(gds)) or sinv(gtf)
Transfer function from input 1 t o output ... 1 raises difficulties because G(s) has a zero at 00 and has normal rank 2. Thus, none of known standard methods are applicable to compute this factorization. Using the recently developed inner-outer factorization algorithm based on pencil manipulation technique [ll] we computed the factors with the command
where G, is inner satisfying G"(s)G(s) = I and Go is outer being a surjective (i.e., full row rank), stable and minimum-phase TFM.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a recently developed DE-SCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox for MATLAB. The primary goal for developing this toolbox was to provide tools for manipulating generalized state-space systems and rational/polynomial matrices. However, the applicability of the DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS Toolbox is certainly much wider than the intended original functionality.
One particular aspect of this toolbox is that almost all its functions are based on matrix pencils manipulations. Examples where pencil techniques play a crucial role are the computation of controllability/observability staircase forms, determination of infinite poles/zeros structure and minimal indices, performing additive spectral separations like finite-infinite or stable-unstable splitting, or conversions between descriptor representations and rational matrices. Note that, virtually, matrix pencil techniques can be used for every linear system analysis and design computation! Thus, the available pencil reduction tools are also useful to solve several difficult standard control problems, as for example, the solution of discrete-time
Riccati equations, solution of non-standard H , problems, computation of infinite zeros, determination of the Kronecker structure of the system pencil, computation of inner-outer and spectral factorizations.
One interesting aspect worth mentioning is that in solving many control problems the use of pencil methods make non-standard Riccati equations based approaches obsolete! Such equations appear in solving non-standard H , problems or in computing several rational matrix factorizations (e.g., inner-outer, normalized coprime, spectral). By using deflating techniques based on appropriate pencil reductions, the solution of non-standard Riccati equations in all such problems can be avoided by solving instead reduced order standard Riccati equations (again by using pencil techniques). Notable examples are the computation of inner-outer and normalized coprime factorizations using the algorithms proposed in [ll, 91. In the future, several extensions and enhancements of the toolbox are planned, as for example, implementation of algorithms for the minimum-degree coprime factorization [IO], J-lossless-outer factorization and canonical J-inner-outer factorization. Further, a new implementation of the algorithm of [16] to compute Kronecker-like forms is envisaged based exclusively on incremental rank estimation techniques.
[Z,MI] = SZERO(SYS) returns also information on multiplicities of infinite zeros as follows: there are MI(k) multiplicity k infinite zeros.
[Z,MI,KRONS] = SZERO(SYS) returns additionally the normal rank, and the singular and infinite Kronecker structure of the system pencil in the MATLAB structure KRONS as follows: 
